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The centennial annniversary of the publication of The Origin of Species
is being marked with a rash of newly published biographies and com-
mentaries on Charles Darwin. The renewed acclaim is not undeserved, for
with the perspective that one hundred years lends, his magnificent syn-
thetic exposition is seen to rank with Newton's Principia as one of the
greatest single published products of Western Science. Today, with the
acceptance of organic evolution by most literate men, and with the great
changes evolutionary theory has wrought indirectly in philosophy, theology,
economics, and the social sciences, it is appropriate to reflect about the mind
and character of the Victorian scholar who has so influenced us all.
There is no better place to learn about the man Darwin than from his
own pen; fortunately, it is once again possible to do so, for Basic Books
has republished Francis Darwin's 1888 collection of his father's letters and
autobiography. No modern study can approach this collection in revealing
the intricacies of Darwin's life and mind. One reads, for instance, in a last
letter before embarking on H. M. S. Beagle, the now ironic but then inno-
cent, ". . . I look forward even to seasickness with something like satisfac-
tion." Little did the novice naturalist suspect that four long years of sea-
sickness lay ahead, and indeed, sickness of such severity as to weaken
permanently his whole system.
Scientific matters are the subject of most letters in the book. One learns
that it was A. R. Wallace who suggested the use of Spenser's term "sur-
vival of the fittest," to clarify the meaning of "natural selection." One feels
Darwin's sincere surprise and delight on first learning of the Batesian
theory of Mimicry. One glimpses the contemporaries-Morgan, Lyell,
Wallace, Weisman-and senses the mutual respect and lively intellectual
exchange that existed in their circle. But most of all one finds in these
letters, which were never intended for public perusal, evidence of the great
intellectual honesty, the perseverance, and the imagination which were the
prime requisites for elucidating the concept of evolution.
There are, of course, many letters included with only peripheral inter-
est for the general reader. Their presence is not onerous, however, and
is no doubt of value to Darwinian scholars. These volumes are clearly the
place to satisfy one's curiosity about Charles Darwin.
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